1. **Paper selection**: You are asked to suggest a list of 3 papers from which you will be assigned your presentation and project. Two of the papers (in order of preference) should be selected from the main set of available papers available on the class page (at most one will be assigned). One additional paper should be selected from a recent set of papers appearing in recent conferences. The paper should be paper dated no earlier than 2012. There is a small set of papers I picked from the 2017 NIPS conference that you can choose from, but you are not restricted to these. You can suggest anything else.

Paper’s presentation (you should think of yourself as an instructor when you present a paper) will be individual mostly. But we can have some exceptions (e.g., two students join tp present a big paper or several related papers).

**This is due Monday 1/29/2018.** I will collect your paper-submitted homework, but also ask that you will send it by email.